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Abstract 
&is, P. and J.D.P. Rolim, A note on the density of oracle decreasing time-space complexity, 
Theoretical Computer Science 132 (1994) 435-444. 
In this paper we study bounds on the density of oracles which can help to decrease the time-space 
complexity of recognition of a particular language by off-line multitape Turing machines. We 
establish an upper and a lower bound on the density of such oracles which are optimal up to 
a multiplicative constant and improve the bounds stated by HromkoviE (1991). 
1. Introduction 
The study of complexity-bounded reducibilities has been an intense field of research 
in structural complexity since the first introduction of contradictory results on 
relativization in [l]. Many researchers have explored the field in an attempt to clarify 
open questions concerning the relationships among unrelativized complexity classes. 
For a general survey, see for example [2], for basic concepts of positive relativizations 
see [3] and for an interesting revisionistic view of relativization see the article [S]. 
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We focus our attention on studying the time-space complexity of relativized compu- 
tations; more particularly, we improve the lower and upper bounds on the density of 
oracles which can help to decrease time-space complexity of recognition of some 
specific languages established in [6]. It is shown there that only oracles with an 
exponential density (2”” for some a >O) can help to decrease time-space complexity of 
recognition of a particular language. But neither lower bound not upper bound men- 
tioned above is optimal. In this paper, we improve these bounds in almost the strongest 
sense. To be more precise we have to introduce the following notations and definitions. 
Let IV= (~2% 1 WE{O, l}*, m2 l}. Consider an off-line multitape Turning machine 
M that accepts W by using an oracle language L c C *. M may be deterministic as well 
as nondeterministic one. We assume that M has one two-way read-only input head, 
k > 0 worktapes and one additional oracle tape with one one-way write only tape head 
(the oracle tape is erased after each call to the oracle). A conjiguration of M is k + 2 tuple 
(i, 4, Xl, ... 2 xk), where i is the position of the head on the input tape, q is an internal state 
of M and each x~EC’* # C’* represents the current contents of the jth worktape; note 
that C’ is an alphabet on the worktapes, # $C’ and it marks the position of the tape 
head. A fill configuration of M is a pair (p, v), where /3 is a configuration and v is a string 
on the oracle tape. We define time and space complexity T(n) and S(n), respectively, by 
the usual way, but as for the space complexity, we do not count he number of cells used 
on the oracle tape. We define the density of L, d(n)= ILnCG”I. 
One can observe that W can be recognized by a deterministic off-line multitape 
Turing machine without any oracle in time T(n) and space S(n), where 
T(n)S(n)=O(n’). (For example, T(n)=O(n) and S(n)=O(n), or T(n)=O(n3’2) and 
S(n)= 0(n”2) work.) Cobham has proved in [4] that if the language {w2wR 1 ~{0,1}*} 
is recognized by a machine without any oracle in time T(n) and space S(n), then 
T(n)S(n)>cn’. Note that the same result holds also for the language W. There is the 
following natural question: What is the density of an oracle by virtue of which it is 
possible to recognize Win time T(n) and space S(n), where T(n)S(n)=o(n’)? A solu- 
tion is given in [6] by the following results. (Note that Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
below hold for nondeterministic off-line multitape Turing machines.) 
Theorem 1 (Hromkovic [6]). T(n)S(n) + log d (T(n)) + log T(n)) 2 cn2 for some c > 0 
and all n>O. 
Corollary 1 (Hromkovii: [6]). Let T(n)S(n)= O(n2-‘) for some O<ad 1. Then 
log d(n) > crfiC2-‘) for some c and all n > 0. 
Theorem 2 (Hromkovii: [6]). Let O< b < 1. Then W can be recognized by a determinis- 
tic ofSine multitape Turing machine in time O(n 2-b log n), space O(log n) and with an 
oracle of density d(n), where logd(n)= O(nb). 
We can see that there is a gap between the lower bound on log d(n) of Corollary 1 
and the upper bound on logd(n) of Theorem 2. In the next section, we concentrate 
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on improving the lower bound given by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. We show that for 
some constant c > 0 and for infinitely many n, the inequality T(n)(S(n) + log (d(n) + 1) + 
log T(n))Bcn’ holds. Thus, for T(n)S(n)=o(r?) and T(n)=o(n’/logn) we obtain the 
better lower bound log (d(n) + 1) 2 cn2/T(n) for some c > 0 and infinitely many n > 0. In 
the Section 3, we derive upper bounds on the density of the language W; more 
particularly we show that W can be recognized by a deterministic off-line 2k tape (k k 2) 
Turing machine in time O(n2- ‘lk), space 0(n’i(2k)) and with an oracle of density d(n), 
where logd(n)= O(n’lk). Furthermore, for all functions T(n) 2 n such that T(n)= 
0(n2/log n) and f(n) = n’/T(n) is nondecreasing, we show that W can be recognized by 
a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine in time O(T(n)), space O(1) and with an 
oracle of density d(n), where logd(n)=O(n’/T(n)). Notice that the previous results 
considered together yield an optimal up to multiplicative constant bound on logd(n). 
2. The lower bound results 
In this section, we derive the lower bound result on the density of oracles that help 
to decrease the time-space complexity of a particular language W. The result is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3 stated below. To prove the results, we need two 
lemmas that we state and prove when they are needed during the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3 is as follows. 
Theorem 3. Let W= (w2”w 1 WE{O, l}*, mb l} be recognized by a nondeterministic 
ofS_line multitape oracle Turning machine within time T(n), space S(n) and with an oracle 
of density d(n). Then 
T(n)@(n) + log(d(n) + 1) + log T(n)) 3 cn2 
for some c>O and injinitely many n>O. 
Proof. Let A4 be a nondeterministic off-line multitape Turing machine recognizing 
W within time T(n), space S(n) and with an oracle LcC* of density d(n). Recall that 
a full configuration of A4 is a pair (j?, v), where p is a configuration of M and v is the 
string on the oracle tape. If c is a full configuration (p, v) then we denote /3 by g(c), and 
if s is a sequence of full configurations ci, c2, . . . , cj, then we denote the sequence 
S(ci),S(c2), . . ..g(cj) by g(s). 
For each input WHEW, let DwZm, be an (arbitrarily selected) accepting computation 
(i.e. a sequence of full configurations) of M on the input w2”‘w. Let cl, c2, . . , cp be the 
maximum subsequence of DwZm, such that at ci, 1~ i<p, the input head completes 
crossing of the whole substring 2” ith times during DwZm, (i.e. the input head enters 
the right (left) occurrence of w at ci for i odd (even)). Clearly, 
p < T( I wTw I J/m. 
Let co and c,+ 1 be the starting and the accepting full configuration of DwZm,,,. 
(1) 
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The proof of Theorem 3 is organized as follows. First, for each input WHEW we will 
define a pattern. Roughly speaking, the pattern consists of the crossing sequence 
Y(C,), ... , g(cp+ I) and it also contains some information on some strings (zj’s) that are 
queried during DwZm,. The main property of the pattern can be formulated as follows. 
If two different inputs wZm w and w’~~w’ (belonging to IV) have the same pattern then 
the mixed input WHEW’ (not belonging to W) is accepted. (We will prove this property 
in Lemma 1 below by a crossing sequence argument.) Then we will define a subset W, 
of Wand prove (using Lemma 2) that cardinality of W, cannot exceed the number of 
patterns corresponding to the inputs in W,. Finally, knowing cardinality of W,, we will 
derive the desired result of Theorem 3 by bounding the number of patterns (men- 
tioned above) in terms of r(n), S(n) and d(n). (Note that we will use Lemma 2 below to 
bound this number.) 
Now let us define the pattern for each input \~2~w. We denote the computational 
segment of Dw2m, between ci- 1 and CL (not including ci- 1 and including ci) by si for 
i=l, 2 , ,p+ 1. Let z1 ,z2, . . , zq be a sequence of all nonempty oracle queries 
appeared during DwZm, such that none of them was created and also erased during 
any one si, 1 d i < p + 1. For every i = 1, 2, , q let ji be the maximum index and let li 
be the minimum index such that zi was created and erased during the segments sj, 
sjj+ 1) ... T SI,. Hence 
1~j~<I~~j2<12~~~~~jy<lq~p+1. (2) 
For every i= 1, 2, . . . ,q and for each integer t, ji< t<li, let yi,r be the corresponding 
substring of zi created on the oracle tape during s,. Hence Zi= yi,j,yi,j, + I ...y,,,, for 
i= 1,2 , . . . , q. Now we have to define the strings z: and z,*+~ for i= 1,2, . . . , q. But before 
doing so, let us first explain which property is expected they have to satisfy. Our aim will 
be to prove part (b) of Lemma 1 by showing that for t odd [even], A4 behaves on the 
mixed input w2*w during a segment s;’ (i.e. during the part of computation on WHEW’ 
when the input head crosses the whole string 2” tth times) by the same way as it does on 
W~~VV during s, [on ~i’2~w’ during $1. We will see (in Lemma 1 below, particularly in the 
proof of(b), Case 1) that the strings zi, z: and zi’ are queried during the segments sI,, 
s;, and sit, respectively, where z:’ is a mixture of Zi and zi. Generally, it may happen that 
z:‘$ L but zi~L [Z~E L] (or vice versa). In such a case, we may have a trouble to guarantee 
the described behaviour of M on WHEW’ during the segment s;: (more particularly, during 
the rest of that segment after querying zy), because of different oracle responses. But we 
will see that our definition of z*i’s guarantees (a) of Lemma 1. We define the strings 
Z* and z,*+ i for i = 1,2, . . . , q as follows. If for each t odd (even), ji d t d li, there is a string 
xi,,EC* such that I~i,~l=l~~i,~l and a string Ui (U 4 + i) obtained from zi by replacing all yi, t’~ 
with odd (even) t’s by the corresponding xi.t’s belongs to L then choose any such Xi,,‘s 
and set z* =ui (z* q+i=~q+i), otherwise zT=uI”~, (Zq*+i=a”“), where a is a symbol 
not in C. Call p, Y(~~),...,c~(c,+~), qrjl,...,jqr II)...) I,, zi* ).,.) z:,, 
IYI.~,~,..., l~~~,~~l~~~~~lY~,~sl~~~~~l~~,~q/ the pattern ofwZmw. 
In order to complete this proof we need two lemmas. The first lemma ~ the main 
property of the pattern ~ is as follows. 
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Lemma 1. Let w2”‘w and w’2”‘w’ be two inputs with the same pattern. Let srs and yi,j’s 
be an analogy of si’s and yi,j’s for the input w’2”‘w’. For i= 1, 2, . . . ,q let zi=yi, j,...yi, 1, 
z:=~;,~;..yi,t~ and ~y=yi:~~...yj:t~, where yj:,=~~,~=yi,, for t odd and y;‘,, for t even. 
Then (a), (b) and (c) hold. 
(a) zi~L ifsz:EL and Z~EL iffz;ELfor i=l,2,...,q. 
(b) For each integer t, 1 d t dp + 1, there is a computational segment s:’ on the input 
w2”‘w’ such that g(s:‘) = g(sf) for t odd, g(s:‘) = g(si) for t even, and ifthere is an integer i, 
1 d i < q, with ji < t < li, then the contents of the oracle tape at the last full configuration 
ofs;, v;, is the string yI:j,yi:j, + 1 . ..y[.,wherey:(,h=yi,hforhoddandy[,=y;,,forheven, 
and v: is the empty string otherwise. 
(c) The input w2”‘w’ is accepted. 
Proof. (a) We will only prove that if z:!EL [if z;EL] then zy=z:, i.e. z$L [z~EL]. (The 
proofs of the other cases are analogous.) Let zy’s and x;,,‘s be an analogy of zf’s and 
xi,,‘S for the input w’2”‘w’. Let Z~EL [let z~EL]. Setting xi,t=y;t [setting xi,,=yj,,] for 
t’s even, we have z,*+ i~L[zb*+t EL]. Since w2”‘w and w’2”‘w’ have the same pattern 
(i.e.z%+i==z$i ,Y,,t-Yi,t ) - ’ for t’s odd. By the definition of zy above, y;:,. =y;,, for t’s even 
and yi: t = yi,t for t’s odd, hence zi = zy .
(b) Induction on t. 
Base: The proof is obvious for t = 1, since it is easy to see that s’; = sl. 
Induction step. Assume that (b) holds for t dp. Let vt, vi be the contents of the oracle 
tape at the last full configuration of sf, si, respectively. Assume that t is odd. (The proof 
is analogous for t even.) 
One can observe that if (i) or (ii) or (iii) holds, where 
(i) v;l= IJ; = E (the empty string), 
(ii) there is no query during s;+i and a string y is appended on the oracle tape 
during s; + 1, 
(iii) a string y is appended on the oracle tape during s:+r when the first query of 
si+ 1 occurs and v;y~L if v;‘y~L, 
then M behaves on WHEW’ starting by the last full configuration of sp until leaving the 
substring 2”‘~’ (i.e. during the segment s;I+r ) by the same way as it does on w’2”‘w’ 
starting by the last full configuration of s; until leaving 2”‘~’ (i.e. during the segment 
s;+i). Hence g(s;‘+,)=g(s:+,), and v y+ I = v;‘y if there is no query during si + 1 and y is 
appended during s:, 1, and v:+ 1 = vi+ 1 otherwise. 
In order to complete the induction step it is enough to apply the observation above 
to the following two cases (keeping (2) in the mind). 
Case 1: ji < t < Ii for some i, 1 <i < p. Hence vi is a prefix of z;, more particularly 
v:=y; j, , . ..y.,,. By the induction hypothesis, vy =y;: j,...y$. 
Let t + 1 < 1:. Then a query occurs during s;, 1 and yj,,? is appended on the oracle tape 
when the first query of s; + 1 occurs. Hence the content of the oracle tape at the first query 
of s:, 1 is v;y:,,, =y;, j, . ..y.,,,=z:. Clearly, z:‘=v;yj,,,. By (a), ZIEL iff z;IEL, and by the 
observation above (note that (iii) above holds), g(s;+ i ) = g(s; + i) and v:, 1 = IJ: + 1. Thus 
v;I+l=v~+l=Y~+l,j,+l if li=ji+l, and v;I+~=v;+~=E if li<ji+l or if i=q. 
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Case 2: There is no index i such that ji < t < li. Hence vi = E (otherwise vi should be 
a prefix of some zb, thus j,< t < I,). By the induction hypthesis, v;=E. By the 
observation above (note that (i) above holds), g($+ l)=g(si+ r) and uF+r =vi+ 1. 
Therefore v;l+ 1 =v:+ 1 =yi,j, if t+ 1 =ji for some i, 1 <i<p, and u:+~ =v;+r =E otherwise. 
(c) Without loss of generality we may assume that the machine M stops when it 
enters an accepting state. One can easy observe that the sequence s’;, s;, . . . , s;+ 1 (see 
(b) by Lemma 1) is a computation on the input w2”‘w’. By the last configuration of this 
computation is identical with the last configuration of the accepting computation 
D w2m, or Dw,2mw,, since g(s;+ I)=g(s,+ A or g(s $+I)=g(sb+I),by(b)ofLemma 1. 0 
We still need a second lemma to bound the number of patterns corresponding to 
inputs in W,. 
Lemma 2. Let f(n) be a function from nonnegative integers into nonnegative integers 
and let f(i) < ci for some c > 0 and for all i 2 0. Then there are infinitely many n such that 
f (nj) d (f(n))” for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an rn> 1 such that for all narn there is 
a j,E{1,2,...,n} such that 
f (nj,) >f (n)‘j-. 
Let nI=m, and ni+l=nij,,, for all i> 1. Then it follows that 
f(ni+l) 
l/%+ I =f (nijni)l/hjw,f (ni)2jdn& =(f (ni)l/n,)2 
contradicting the assumption that f (n)l”’ d c for all n. 0 
Now with Lemmas 1 and 2 proved, we can proceed to finish the proof of 
Theorem 3. Choose any n>4 satisfying Lemma 2 for the density function d(n). Let 
m=n-2Ln/3Jand W,={w2”w~w~{O,1) Lnj3J }. Let P, be the number of all patterns of 
all inputs in W,. Let CL =k(l +log lC’I)+log IQI, where k is the number of the work- 
tapes of M, Z’ is the alphabet on the worktapes of M and Q is the set of internal states 
of M. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 Q 13 2, hence CI 3 1. Now we will 
show (using Lemma 2) that P,, < (PS’“‘(d(n) + 1) T(n)) 31 T(n)in. Then we will observe 
(using Lemma 1) that I W,l GP,,. Finally, the desired inequality of Theorem 3 will 
follow from the fact that 2ni4 d I W, I. 
To estimate P,, first let us bound the number of the patterns (of the inputs in W,) 
with fixed values p, 4, I zT 1, . . . , lz&l. The number of all sequences g(cl), . . . ,g(cP+ r) is at 
most ((n+2)~Q~(S(n)~C’~s~“~)k)p+1~((~+2)2”S~”~)p+1. By (2) the number of all se- 
quencesj,,..., jq,l, , . . , 1, is at most (p + 1)2q. Since 0 < I yi,t I < T(n), by (2), the number 
ofallsequencesIy,,j,I )..., lyI,llI ,..., lyq,jq/ )..., Iyq,lqlisatmost(T(n)+l)PCq.Suppose 
T(n)<n’. (The inequality of Theorem 3 is trivially satisfied for T(n)3n2.) Let 
I zi I = kin + ri for some integers ki and ri, where 0 < ki and 0 < ri < n for each i, 1 <i < 2q. 
Since all strings zr, . . . , z, are created within time T(n) < n2 and since I zT I= I Zi I for 
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i= 1,2, . . . ,q (see above), we have C~=r(kin+ri)=~~=, Iz:~=C!=, IziI<T(n)<n’. 
Since Izz+ i I = I z: I for i = 1,2, . , q, we also have I:= 1 (kin + Ti) d T(n) < n2. Hence ki < II 
for each i, 1 <i<2q, and 1;: 1 (ki+ 1)~ 2T(n)/n +2q. Therefore, by Lemma 2, the 
number of all sequences zT, . . . , z& with fixed length of z*‘s where z~~Lu{a}* for 
each i, 1 <i < 2q, is at most 
i~~(d(lzfl)+l)=i~~(d(~i~+~i)+l)Q $ (d((ki+l)n)+l) 
i=l 
d 5 ((d(n))2’k1+1’ + l)<(d(n)+ l)21%(k:+1) 
i=l 
<(d(n)+ l)4T(“)‘n+4q, 
Hence the number of patterns (of inputs in W,) with fixed p, q, I zT 1, . . . , jz$,l is at most 
((n+2)2”S’“‘)J’+1(p+ 1)2”(T(n)+ l)“+q(d(n)+ 1)4T(n)‘n+4? (3) 
Since m=n-2Ln/3 J ( see above), (1) and (2) yield 
Odq<pd3T(n)/n. (4) 
Now we are ready to estimate P,, (the number of all patterns of all inputs in W,) by 
summing up bounds given by (3) over all corresponding particular sequences 
P,q,lZTI,..., lzf,l. Since the number of all sequences p,q, IzTI, . . . , Iz?~[, where p and 
q satisfy (4) and ldlz,*+il=lzTI=lzildT(n) for each i, l<i<q, is at most 
(3T(n)/(n+ 1)2(T(n))q, and since T(n)>n (the input head must trasverse the whole 
input before accepting), (3) and (4) yield (for n > 4) 
Pnb((n+2)2”S(“))3T(n)‘n+ ‘(3T(n)/n+ 1)6T(“)‘“(T(n)+ l)6T(n)in 
x (d(n)+ 1)‘6T’“)‘“(3T(n)/n+ 1)2(T(n))3T(n)in 
<(2”S’“‘(d(n) + 1) T(n))3’ T(“)in. 
Note that T(n) > n > 4 (see above) yields n + 2 d ( T(n))2, 3T(n)/n + 1 d T(n), 
T(n) + 1 <(T(n))2. By Lemma 1, I W, I <P, (otherwise there would be two different 
inputs w2”‘w and w’2”w’ in W, with the same pattern such that the input w2”‘w’ not 
belonging and 1~ T(n)/n into W would be accepted, a contradiction). Hence 
2”‘4 < 2Ln/31 = 1 W, 1 <P, < (2”S’“‘(d(n) + 1) T(n))3’ T(n)‘“. 
Since CY > 1, we have 
n2/(124c()d T(n)(S(n)+log(d(n)+ l)+log T(n)). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. Cl 
Now if in Theorem 2 we ask for the time-space complexity be o(n’) with time 
complexity T(n)=o(n2/logn), we immediately get the desired lower bound result. 
Thus the following corollary holds. 
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Corollary 2. Le T(n)S(n) = o(n’) and T(n) = o(n’/log n). Then log (d(n) + 1) 2 cn’/T(n) 
for some c > 0 and infinitely manql n > 0. 
3. The upper bound results 
We turn to the question of finding Turing machines that accomplish the bounds 
obtained in Section 2. Initially, we show that W can be recognized by a deterministic 
2k tape Turing machine in time O(n2-“k), space O(~‘J’(~~)) and with an oracle of 
density d(n), where logd(n)= O(nllk). Furthermore, we show on Theorem 5 that if 
T(n) > n, T(n) = 0(n2/log n) and the function f(n) = n2/T(n) is nondecreasing then this 
language can be recognized by a nondeterministic Turing machine in time O(T(n)), 
space O(1) and with an oracle of density d(n), where logd(n)= 0(n2/T(n)). Note that 
such non-deterministic Turing machine does not need any worktape because of space 
bound 0( 1) and it is only a time-bounded nondeterministic two-way finite automaton 
with an ocracle. 
Theorem 4. W can be recognized by a deterministic of-line 2k tape (k>2) Turing 
machine in time O(n2-‘lk), space 0(n”C2k’ ) and with an oracle qf density d(n), where 
log d(n) = O(n’jk). 
Proof. Our off-line Turing machine M with 2k tapes uses the oracle language 
L = { 0’U0’2”0’U0’ /UE (0, 1 } 22J, i, j, 13 0, m > 0, 
(22k)j-1 <2i+21+m+22j+’ <(22k)j}. 
Note that for any VEL with 1 UI >22k there is exactly one j> 1 such that 
for some i, I> 0, m > 0. On input x2”y of the length n 3 22k, M begins by marking 2j 
cells on each worktape, where (22k)j- ’ <n < (22k)j. It does so in time O(n log n) and 
space O(2’). We will say that the positions of worktape heads correspond to a number 
t, if ith worktape head scans the (ri+ 1)th cell of the marked area for i= 1,2, . . . ,2k, 
where r =I;: 1 ri(2j)‘-’ (O<r,<2j for each i). Note that rls are digits of r in 2j-ary 
notation. Partition x and y into blocks of the length 22j. M checks x = y by performing 
n/22j loops during which it compares the corresponding blocks of x and y as follows. 
Suppose that after completing h loops, the (hi+ l)st cell of ith worktape contains 
a special symbol for i = 1,2, . ,2k, where h22j= 1;” 1 hi(2j)‘- ’ (0 <hi < 2’ for each i). 
During the (h+ 1)st loop, M first crosses h blocks of x (i.e. a prefix of x of the length 
h22j) and writes Oh22J on the oracle tape, and then it copies the (h + 1)st block of x on 
the oracle tape. To do so, M moves the worktape heads so that their positions may 
correspond gradually to the numbers 0, 1,2,3, . . . If all worktape heads scans the 
special symbol during this process, then M knows that the prefix of x of the length h2’j 
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has been crossed, and if after that the first two worktape heads scan again the special 
symbol, then A4 knows that the (h+ 1)st block of x has crossed. Then M crosses the 
rest of x (of the length Ix+(h+ 1)22j) and writes 01xI-(h+1)22J on the oracle tape. 
Finally, M copies 2” on the oracle tape and it behaves on y as it does on x with an 
exception that after crossing the (h + 1)st block of y it writes the special symbol on the 
currently scanned worktape cells and removes this symbol from the other cells. If the 
string on the oracle tape belongs to L, then M knows that the (h + 1)st block of x and 
y are identical. 
One can observe that 2j=@ (n1’(2k)), 22j=@ (nllk), d(n) < n32*” = 20(2”) = 2°(n”k). 
Since each loop takes O(n) steps and there are n/22j loops, M accepts W in time 
0(n2/22j)=O(n2-1’k) and space 0(n”‘2k’). 0 
We proceed with next theorem to show how to recognize W nondeterministically 
with the tight bounds. 
Theorem 5. Let T(n) be any function such that n < T(n)for all n > 0, T(n) = O(n’/log n) 
and the function f(n)= n’/T(n) is nondecreasing. Then W can be recognized by a non- 
deterministic ofS_line Turing machine in time O(T(n)), space O(1) and with an oracle of 
density d(n), where log d(n) = O(n2/T(n)). 
Proof. Suppose that our nondeterministic off-line Turing machine M uses the oracle 
language 
L={u3’2”3’u3’2”3’u2j~u~{0, l}~2’(3T(n)~, j=n-Ln2/(3T(n))], n,m>O, 
2i+21+m=k2Ln2/(3T(n)) J, i,j,l>O}. 
Let x2”y be an input of the length n. Partition x and y into blocks of the length 
Ln2/(3T(n))j. Suppose that M scans the leftmost symbol of hth block of x. M com- 
pares hth blocks of x and y as follows. First M writes a string s=u3’2”3’u’3” on the 
oracle tape (during moving the input head to the right up to the endmarker), i.e. 
M copies (together with some another information) two guessed candidates u and U’ 
for hth block of x and y onto the oracle tape. Then M adds the string 2” on the oracle 
tape (during crossing the whole input backward). Then M writes a string s’= 3i’u” on 
the oracle tape (during crossing i’ + 1 u”l symbols of x to the right), i.e. M copies 
a guessed candidate u” for hth block of x onto the oracle tape. Finally, M guesses 
j and adds the string 2’ on the oracles tape (without moving of the input head). If 
s2”s’2j~ L then M knows that the candidates have been guessed successfully, hth block 
of x and y are identical, and the input head scans the leftmost symbol of (h + 1)st block 
of x at the end of the comparison of hth blocks. Hence M is able to check x =y by at 
most n/Ln2/(3T(n)) J comparisons (each of them takes 3n steps, since if s2”s’2j~L then 
ls2”s’2jl= 3n) of the corresponding blocks. Thus M can recognize W in time O(T(n)) 
and space 0 (1). 
444 P. t)uri$ J.D.P. Rolim 
Since the function f(n) = n’/T(n) is nondecreasing and T(n) = 0(n2/log u), we have 
d(n)<d(3n)=C;=, JLn{O, 1,2,3}3kI$Cj:=1(3k)22tk2/(3T(k))l~,(3,)22Ln21(3T(n))J= 
2ww(n))~ q 
It is easy to notice now that neither the lower bound of Corollary 1 nor the upper 
bound of Theorem 2 is optimal. Hence we have improved both bounds and the new 
bounds are optimal up to a multiplicative constant. 
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